Performance Enhancement of Wearable Antenna Using High Impedance Surfaces
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Abstract: This paper presents a novel textile wearable antenna that has been designed to operate at Wi-Fi bands of 2.4GHz & 5.8GHz. Antenna performance in free space environment showed Gain of 1.8dBi at 2.4GHz and 4.5dBi at 5.8GHz. However, performance deteriorated when antenna was operated near human body which is lossy and complex in nature. For mitigating the human body effect on antenna performance, high impedance surface (HIS) was designed and integrated with this textile antenna. Due to shielding effect of HIS, antenna Gain increased to 8dBi at 2.4GHz and 9dBi at 5.8GHz. The SAR values were also reduced to 0.678W/Kg at 2.4GHz and 0.0692W/Kg at 5.8GHz for 10g tissue. The proposed antenna was also tested under bending and crumpling conditions. It was observed that antenna performance was not significantly deteriorated. The proposed textile antenna can have exciting applications in emerging wearable technologies.
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1. Introduction

Body centric wireless communication is one of the leading research areas in 4G mobile communications. In body area network (BAN) the communicating devices are all placed on or close to human body. These networks are increasingly finding applications in military and civilian domain [1]. It is a challenging task to improve the performance of these networks due to the unpredictable and changing channel behaviour. The antenna performance is one of the critical parameter in the overall network performance. As a result, a new antenna design concept in the form of wearable antenna has been proposed by many antenna designers and researchers around the globe [2-5].

A wearable antenna should be made of flexible wearable material, be light weight, inexpensive and easy to install. The availability of conductive fabrics like Electron, Zelt and nonconductive fabrics like cotton, jeans, silk make it possible to design wearable textile antenna as part of clothing and be called textile antenna [6]. Numerous papers have been published that reported the design, fabrication and application of single and dual band wearable antennas [7-9]. The challenge in wearable antenna design is the close presence of lossy human body which can absorb radiation causing increase in Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) as well as it can degrade antenna gain and efficiency [10]. Recently integration of these antennas with Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) has been performed [11-17]. These EBGs can reduce the backward radiation from the antenna which results in low Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) due to reduction of energy absorbed by human body. However, the performance of these wearable antennas degrade when operated on a non-uniform human body due to crumpling effect [18].

In this paper it is shown that performance of wearable antenna is highly affected by human body and to overcome this, necessity of EBG is demonstrated. For this purpose, first a novel dual band wearable PIFA has been designed. The antenna is then integrated with a dual band EBG structure which behaves as HIS. Afterwards the on-body performance of the antenna is evaluated under crumpling with and without HIS.

This paper is organized as follow. In section 2 the related work in this area has been critically analyzed. In section 3 the design and performance of dual band wearable PIFA in free space is demonstrated. In section 4 the design of dual band HIS is explained along with its main features. Section 5 explains the integration of antenna with HIS along with the comparison of different parameters of antenna with and without HIS. The on body performance of HIS antenna is presented in Section 6, followed by the conclusions in section 7. All the design and simulations were performed in CST Microwave Studio.

2. Related work

As one of the key component of body area network the design of wearable antennas has attracted interest of academia and industry due to their unconventional operating environment consisting of lossy human body [19]. The loading effect of human body makes it a challenging task to design a highly efficient antenna. The human body also detunes the antenna and absorbs a large portion of radiated power thereby reducing the gain of antenna. It is therefore necessary to isolate the antenna from human body in order to preserve its radiation characteristics. The hazardous biological effects specified by SAR also needs to be minimized [20]. The desirable wearable antenna requirements of light weight, low profile and conformability further make this a challenging objective. Till now, many wearable antenna configurations have been proposed for off-body communications in the form of vertical monopole [21] and Inverted-F antenna designs [22]. However, they are neither low profile nor conformal. Planar microstrip monopoles [23], [24], [25] and planar inverted-F antennas [26] have low profile but they have low efficiency due to radiation of significant amount of power into the human body. Hence, they need to be positioned some distance away from the human body. Patch antennas [27] and cavity-backed slot antennas [28], [29] are suitable for off-body
communications due to their broadside radiation patterns, but they have narrow bandwidth. Recently EBG and Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) ground plane have been incorporated in the wearable antenna design [30]; such structure can isolate the antenna from its surrounding and can decrease the SAR dramatically. The in phase reflection and electromagnetic bandgap properties exhibited by these artificial structure has started exciting developments in antenna design. Initially mushroom type structure was proposed [31] however its implementation was difficult due to requirement of vias. Then planar type structures were introduced [32,33]. They are simple to design and implement however they tend to have large size which limits their use in portable devices. This led to research to reduce the size of these EBG structures [34,35]. Many researchers proposed the use of these EBG structures for wearable antennas [36]. However, these EBG structures were rigid and brittle and thus considered not suitable for wearable applications. With the availability of flexible conducting and dielectric materials many researchers are now trying to propose wearable EBG structures.

3. Design of Dual Band Wearable Antenna

Planar types of antennas are desireous in case of wearable applications because of its ease of design and on-body integration. For this purpose, a novel dual band wearable PIFA is designed from its single band version that was initially presented in [18]. Some structural modifications have resulted in dual resonances near 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz simultaneously. The geometrical configuration of designed antenna is given in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Structure of Dual Band Textile Antenna (a) Top View (b) Side View](image)

Two different radiating elements are used here, one longer arm with length of 27.2 mm, and second is shorter arm with length of 9.8 mm. The longer arm resonates at 2.4GHz and shorter arm resonates at 5.8GHz. Micro strip transmission line having characteristic impedance of 50Ω with width of 25 mm and length of 5 mm provides feed to the antenna. A shorting pin is used to connect left end of the antenna with ground plane on opposite side. Here a partial ground plane has been employed that covers area equal to length of transmission line on opposite side. Separation between shorting pin and transmission line can be adjusted to change the antenna input impedance. Overall dimension of the antenna is 35 x 40 x 1.1 mm which is small enough to be worn easily on human bicep. Commonly available Felt has been used as a substrate that has a thickness of 1.1mm with dielectric constant of 1.38 and loss tangent of 0.02. Conducting part of the antenna is designed using Zelt that has a thickness of 0.06 mm and conductivity of 1e + 006 S/m.

Return loss versus frequency plot shows two resonances at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz with values of -17 dB and -21dB respectively (Figure 2). The -10dB impedance bandwidth is 9.2% at 2.4GHz and 4.3% at 5.8GHz.

![Figure 2. Textile antenna Return loss](image)

Distribution of surface current at both operating frequencies is presented in Figure 3 that clearly shows that maximum current flows through longer arm at 2.4GHz and at 5.8GHz it flows through the shorter arm.

![Figure 3. Distribution of surface current of textile antenna (a) 2.4GHz (b) 5.8GHz](image)
Lengths of radiating elements are able to vary the corresponding frequency. Figure 4 presents variation of resonance at higher band by decreasing length of shorter radiating arm.

**Figure 4.** Comparison of Return loss for different lengths of shorter arm

It can be observed that by decreasing length of shorter arm, resonance at 5.8GHz shifted towards higher frequencies while the lower resonant frequency remained unchanged. Here three lengths (9 mm, 9.4 mm, and 9.8 mm) are tested and the operating frequency at higher band is observed to be 5.8GHz, 6GHz and 6.3GHz respectively. Also when the gap between the radiating arms is decreased, impedance matching improves at higher band as can be observed in Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** Comparison of Return loss for different distances between radiating arms

Here the gap is kept 1mm, 1.25mm and 1.5mm and return loss is observed to be -21 dB, -15 dB and -12 dB respectively. The gap is kept 1mm for further evaluations. Figure 6 presents simulated radiation patterns at both the operating frequencies in two different planes i.e. XZ-plane and YZ-plane.

**Figure 6.** Fabric antenna radiation pattern at (a) f = 2.4 GHz
(b) f = 5.8 GHz

It can be observed that antenna pattern is similar to that of dipole i.e. quasi omni-directional in the XZ plane. Antenna performance parameters are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return Loss</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>201.6 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>1.84 dBi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Design of Dual Band HIS**

Wearable antennas are intended to be part of clothing therefore; minimum back radiation is desired from antenna on to the body. Also the designed textile antennas possess no ground plane due to which it will interact with human body. Lossy nature of human body will degrade antenna performance as well. Therefore, incorporation of HIS is essential for such antennas. Suppression of surface waves in a certain band is one of the significant characteristic of HIS. Improvement in antenna performance in terms of gain enhancement and back lobe reduction can be achieved by utilizing this property.

Dual band HIS characteristics can be achieved by generating two different modes. One method is designing two separate resonating structures, one for each mode. Introduction of circular slot in metal patches of mushroom type HIS can achieve this behaviour. Figure 7 present unit cell model of dual band HIS using Felt as substrate having thickness of 2.2 mm.

**Figure 7.** Dual Band HIS Structure
Since via less planar HIS possess properties of zero phase reflection and band gap. Therefore, no via is used in this design to improve design simplicity and flexibility.

In-phase reflection behaviour for this design is at 2.4GHz and 5.2GHz as shown in Figure 8. The resonance at upper band is due to circular shaped patch while the adjoining square shaped ring results in resonance at lower frequency band. Distribution of surface current at these frequencies is given in Figure 9. Here it can be observed that at 2.4GHz, surface current is concentrated on outer square loop while at 5.2GHz it is concentrated on inner circular patch.

For observing zero reflection behaviour of this HIS model its unit cell is illuminated by normally incident plane wave. Surface of HIS patch is defined as reference plane for calculating phase of reflected wave. Fractional bandwidth of 4.53% and 10.95% is observed at 2.4GHz and 5.2GHz respectively.

EM wave suppression property of the proposed HIS is determined using micro strip suspended line method. A 3x3 array of HIS having overall size of 102 x 102mm2 is constructed in CST Microwave Studio over which a microstrip line is placed and excited to calculate S21. Due to high impedance of HIS, EM waves are blocked within the band gap. Outside of this bandgap EM waves are able to propagate. Therefore, reduction in S21 indicates location of the band gap as shown in Figure 10.

Band gap is defined for those frequencies for which S21 is less than -10dB. As indicated in Figure 10, S21 decreases to about 47 dB near 1.5GHz and 18dB near 5.6GHz thus having a band gap of 81.8% and 4.3% respectively at these frequencies. In contrast to this, in-phase reflection points for the same structure were at 2.4GHz and 5.2GHz.

5. Integration of Textile Antenna with HIS

As previously discussed, reduction in back radiation and as a result less antenna-body interaction can be achieved by incorporating HIS with the antenna. This will enhance the antenna performance over human body. For this purpose, a 3x3 array of HIS ground plane is integrated with the textile antenna. This integration is performed by placing antenna above HIS array. As the textile antenna has no ground plane, therefore separation of 5mm is kept between HIS plane and antenna for proper functioning. The spacing is filled with a layer of Rohacell (\(\varepsilon_r = 1.006\)) for preventing the antenna from severe detuning and mismatch. In-phase reflection behaviour is adjusted and optimized so that they overlap with the antenna operating frequencies. Integrated antenna is shown in Figure 11.

Because of the resonating nature of HIS, mutual impedance coupling between antenna and HIS causes variation in operating frequencies of the antenna. To overcome this variation, HIS structure dimensions are optimized while integrating it to the antenna. Simulated S11 of antenna after integration with HIS is shown in Figure 12. A good agreement with textile antenna alone has been observed having values of -23dB and -27dB at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. A 10% bandwidth with a
slight shift in central frequency has been observed at lower resonant frequency. Resonance at higher band is comparatively stable with 3.96% bandwidth. Comparing it with antenna without HIS, a 9.2% and 4.3% bandwidth has been observed at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. Slight reduction in bandwidth at higher band is observed.

Figure 12. Return loss of HIS Integrated Antenna

Reflection phase of optimized HIS integrated to the antenna is presented in Figure 13 that has in-phase reflection points at 2.2GHz and 6GHz, which are shifted from those of fabric antenna without HIS. One possible reason behind this could be mutual impedance coupling between antenna and HIS.

Figure 13. Reflection Phase response of textile HIS

6. On-Body Performance

As textile antennas are designed to operate near human body, therefore performance evaluation of these antennas near human body is essential. Human body presents difficult environment for efficient operation of wearable antennas. This is due to non-homogenous and dynamic human body nature that degrades antenna performance when operated near it. Input impedance of the antenna may change due to interaction with human body. In addition to this, absorption of energy by lossy tissues results in reduction of antenna gain and efficiency. Also due to high value of body tissue’s dielectric constant, the guided wavelength will change resulting in change in operating frequencies of antenna.

Another parameter that needs to be evaluated is specific absorption rate (SAR). SAR determines the portion of RF energy absorbed by human tissues. As human body will always be exposed to textile antenna, therefore some energy from back lobes will be absorbed by tissues which is characterized by SAR. To analyse SAR for on-body environment, antenna is placed near human body phantom. SAR is calculated for 10gram tissue with and without HIS ground plane.

Due to curved nature of human body, textile antennas also undergo bending and crumpling. Antenna performance under these conditions may deteriorate and needs to be evaluated for better design.

A homogenous human body phantom was modelled in CST Microwave Studio. This phantom comprises of four layers i.e. Bone, Muscle, Fat and Skin. Electromagnetic properties of these materials are readily available in literature [37]. Because of frequency dependency of EM properties of these materials, average values are used at operating frequencies of 2.4GHz & 5.8GHz. Table 2 summarizes the EM properties of materials used in the phantom model shown in Figure 14.

Table 2 Human Body Electromagnetic Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue Name</th>
<th>Conductivity [S/m]</th>
<th>Relative Permittivity</th>
<th>Loss tangent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>0.7695</td>
<td>10.5422</td>
<td>0.3111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>0.1977</td>
<td>5.1201</td>
<td>0.1642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>3.3333</td>
<td>50.638</td>
<td>0.2795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>2.9519</td>
<td>40.7735</td>
<td>0.3105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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As textile antennas are designed to operate near human body, therefore performance evaluation of these antennas near human body is essential. Human body presents difficult environment for efficient operation of wearable antennas. This is due to non-homogenous and dynamic human body nature that degrades antenna performance when operated near it. Input impedance of the antenna may change due to interaction with human body. In addition to this, absorption of energy by lossy tissues results in reduction of antenna gain and efficiency. Also due to high value of body tissue’s dielectric constant, the guided wavelength will change resulting in change in operating frequencies of antenna.

Operating frequencies of antenna can change due to lossy nature of body when excited in its close proximity. In order to characterise this behaviour, textile antenna is excited near phantom as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14. Layered model of Human Body Phantom

Figure 15. Wearable Antenna over Human Body Phantom
Separation between antenna and phantom is varied and antenna performance is evaluated. Return loss with respect to different antenna-body separation is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Wearable Antenna frequency response for different spacing between antenna and body phantom

Significant detuning in operating frequencies can be observed that is dependent on spacing between body and antenna. This is because human body acts as non-homogenous layer of substrate which resulted in considerable mismatch of the antenna. For stable response it is necessary to minimize the body interaction.

A good solution to this problem is use of HIS ground plane between antenna and body as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. HIS Antenna over Body Phantom

The simulated return loss is shown in Figure 18 along with that of isolated antenna.

Figure 18. Fabric antenna return loss comparison, HIS Antenna and HIS Antenna over phantom

The HIS antenna has stable response and performed well near body in contrast to antenna without HIS. Resonant frequencies of the antenna did not change as can be seen in Figure 18. Radiation pattern for HIS antenna is determined for this case and presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Radiation patterns of HIS Antenna in free space and over Phantom (a) f=2.4 GHz (b) f=5.8GHz

Slight variation in radiation pattern of HIS antenna in free space and HIS antenna over body phantom is observed. It can be concluded that HIS surface is now acting as isolation layer between body and the antenna that consequently resulted in mitigating antenna-body interaction. As a result, stable resonant frequencies and radiation pattern has been achieved. SAR is an important parameter in case of textile antennas as they are designed to function near human body. This section presents SAR values for both cases i.e. antenna with and without HIS operated near body phantom. In first case the antenna without HIS is operated over phantom by placing it at a distance of 9.4mm. Afterwards, antenna with HIS is placed right above the phantom and SAR is calculated at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz. For both cases, simulated field strength is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. The strongest field is located at the centre for antenna without HIS. For the case of HIS antenna placed over phantom, the maximum field moved to the edges of HIS ground plane as shown in Figure 21 and its magnitude is small as compared to previous case.
Table 3 presents the simulated SAR values at operating frequencies. For antenna without HIS, it is 11.7W/Kg at 2.4GHz and 2.39W/Kg at 5.8GHz. It has been reduced to 0.682W/Kg at 2.4GHz and 0.0698W/Kg at 5.8GHz for HIS antenna i.e. approximately 94-97% reduction at operating frequencies has been observed.

Table 3 Comparison of SAR for 10g Tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAR</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>2.4GHz</th>
<th>5.8GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna without HIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.7 W/Kg</td>
<td>2.39 W/Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna with HIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.682 W/Kg</td>
<td>0.0692 W/Kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping textile antenna in flat condition is difficult as human body is round in nature, therefore textile antenna will come across bending and crumpling. In this respect, the textile antenna is bent for two radii’s (40mm and 70mm) that nearly approximates human bicep and leg respectively. The textile antenna with bending along X-axis and Y-axis is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Bending of wearable antenna (a) Along X-axis (b) Along Y-axis

Figure 23 presents return loss over frequency for different bend conditions. These results depict that operating frequencies of the antenna remained unchanged under bending and showed good impedance matching within the operating bandwidth. It is noted that effects of bend along X-axis has more effect as compared to Y-axis and the reason behind this is direction of bending along feeding strip line. The radiation pattern of antenna for bend conditions is presented in Figure 24 and Figure 25 for both operating frequencies. These results show stability in radiation characteristics for the bend conditions.

Figure 23. Textile antenna return loss for bend condition (a) Along X-axis (b) Along Y-axis
Similarly, the textile antenna is evaluated for crumpling condition as well. Textile antennas come across crumpling especially near joints in body when worn. For this purpose, the antenna is tested for two crumpling cases as presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26. wearable Antenna under Crumpling Condition
Due to crumpling, size of antenna aperture is reduced. For the first case it reduces from 35mm x 40mm to 27mm x 40mm whereas in second case it reduces to 28mm x 40mm as presented in Figure 26. Return loss over frequency for these cases is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Crumpled wearable antenna return loss comparison
Slight variation in operating frequencies has been observed for both the cases as can be observed in Figure 27. Because of reduction in size of antenna due to crumpling, operating frequencies shifts to higher band. Figure 28 presents pattern of the antenna for these conditions to evaluate radiation response. There exist slight variations in radiation pattern for both cases which are comparable to that of antenna in flat condition as well.

Figure 28. Textile antenna pattern after crumpling (a) f=2.4GHz (b) f=5.8GHz
7. Conclusion

This study has proposed a new dual band wearable PIFA designed to operate at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz. Its performance has been improved with a dual band HIS designed in the same band. The antenna has a gain of 1.84dBi and 4.45dBi at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. When the antenna is integrated with HIS, gain improved to 8dBi and 9dBi at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. Then the antenna was placed on human body phantom and its on-body performance was evaluated. It was observed that its performance deteriorated close to human body. Impedance matching and operating bands were strongly dependent on antenna-body spacing. To overcome these problems antenna integrated with HIS was placed over body phantom and its performance was evaluated. It was observed that antenna performance improved due to isolation effect of HIS. SAR values were calculated for antenna with and without HIS. It was observed that SAR reduced to 0.682W/Kg at 2.4GHz and 0.0692W/Kg at 5.8GHz for 10g tissue. These values are well below the acceptable SAR threshold. This is because of the shielding effect of HIS that resulted in relatively low backward radiation from antenna on to body resulting in reduced values of SAR while having improved gain in direction away from body. The wearable antenna was also tested under bending and crumpling conditions. It was observed that antenna performance was not significantly affected for both the scenarios. Thus it can be concluded that wearable antenna when integrated with HIS minimizes electromagnetic interaction between human body and the antenna. This will result in an improved on-body performance of the antenna. The proposed antenna can be a good candidate for future body centric wireless communication systems.
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